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The Hunter's Mate
Still haunted by nightmares about Hunter's sacriﬁce to save the lives of her and her friends, the last alien Tarin expects to see on Akrellia is the Menops bounty hunter himself.
She's drawn to the dangerous male, despite his insectoid appearance, but chalks it up to their experiences together, unable to accept it might mean more-even as she decides never
to let him out of her sight again.Hunter has spent his life searching for one thing and one thing only-a cure for imprinting. To that end, he joined the traitorous Iriduan, Halian, in a
devil's bargain that has him deceiving Tarin and her friends, and he's not comfortable with that deception-or with his growing concerns about Halian's plans. When the execution of
part of Halian's plan isolates Hunter and Tarin on an unknown alien world, far from help, Hunter's problems grow even more complicated. An unanticipated metamorphosis leaves
his body completely changed-in a way that makes it impossible to ignore his growing feelings for Tarin. But secrets, lies, and a past he can't change form a seemingly
insurmountable obstacle between them. Hunter must prove he's worthy of his queen and earn her forgiveness for his past mistakes, but the consequences of those mistakes have
yet to fully manifest-and when they do, no one will be safe.Author's Note: 18 + Contains strong sexual content, violence, and language

Hunter's Mate
HarperCollins

The Hunter and His Mates (Kincaid Pack Book 4)
Independently Published As personal assistant to a powerful alpha of a large pack, there are certain rules Jamie has for himself to make sure he's successful at his job. First, nothing
and no one gets to the alpha without his say so. Second, schedules will be enforced for everyone. At all costs. Third, a certain Enforcer with an enticing scent and scarred face is not
to be stared at, drooled over, and/or daydreamed about. And fourth, human hunters are never, ever mate material-no matter what their smiles or Southern drawls do to him. But
what if his own rules are preventing Jamie from ﬁnding something unique and magical and hotter than he could ever imagine? Because being caught between a grumpy cougar and a
dangerous hunter was the last place Jamie thought he should be... but it might just be exactly where he needs to be to ﬁnd both of his fated mates. The Hunter and His Mates is the
fourth book in the bestselling Kincaid Pack series, which is most enjoyable when read in order. This installment is an MMM romance featuring a scentless human trying to make a
home in a pack of shifters, an Enforcer with mild PTSD and a possessive streak a mile wide, and the sweet little hawk who adores them both.

The Hunter's Omega Mate [DeWitt's Pack 2]
Siren-BookStrand

Mates of the Werewolf Hunter
Lulu.com

Mating the Huntress
Nixon House This Halloween, love bites back… hard. Chastity Adofo knows a monster when she sees one. As soon as Luke Anthony wanders into her family’s coﬀee shop, she
recognises the evil lurking beneath his charming smile and fantastic arse. The handsome werewolf is determined to have her—but she’s determined to cut out his heart. Little does
she know, Luke’s plans for her are far more pleasurable than murder. And when the full moon rises, all bets are oﬀ… Mating the Huntress is 30,000 words of red-hot, Halloweenthemed romance. This novella contains one ﬂirtatious, cursed creature of the night, one badass, knife-happy heroine, and forbidden lust at ﬁrst sight. Please read responsibly!

Dewitt's Pack
The Alpha Wolf Kidnaps a Mate; The Hunter's Omega Mate
Siren Publishing The Alpha Wolf Kidnaps a Mate [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Alpha werewolf James DeWitt is
lonely, but luckily he has just found his mate. Unluckily the young blond man already seems to have a signiﬁcant other. A dangerous man who poses a threat to Corey Black's life, as
well as James's pack. James won't give up that easy, and he won't allow his mate to spend another night in the arms of his abuser, even if it means he has to kidnap his mate to
rescue him. But the boyfriend has other plans, and even after almost killing Corey to prevent him from leaving with the enemy, he is determined to hunt down the pair. James must
determine if his presence in Corey's life has done more harm than good, and whether or not he should set his mate free before his love destroys them both. ** The Hunter's Omega
Mate [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] When Tristan Scott ran away from his pack to avoid the roving eye of a
cruel alpha, he never expected to save the life of Isaac Foster as he was drowning in the river, nor did he think the gorgeous man with purple eyes would be his mate, or a hunter of
werewolves. Isaac has hunted werewolves ever since watching his family being murdered as a kid. He hasn't had time for relationships, but there's something about Tristan he can't
get enough of. Their easy time together is shattered when they're attacked and Tristan is forced to transform to defend them. Isaac cannot believe it, and threatens to kill Tristan
should the two ever meet again. But meet they do. They cannot separate themselves from each other, regardless of their enemy status, and soon they must decide whether or not a
hunter really can love a werewolf without it jeopardizing both of their lives. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Wolf's Return
Kitty Hex Press Consequences created from past decisions spiral out of control, aﬀecting the supernatural community. Pablo escapes the clutches of an evil hunter group and is on
the run. After an unplanned stop in his home town, he learns his soul mate is now a werewolf. When the hunters ﬁnd him, he must decide if he wants to keep running, or to stay and
ﬁght for his mate. Hayley’s life is returning to as normal as it’s going to get, now that she’s a werewolf. But today her soul mate walked into the auto shop where she works, only he
left a year ago and broke her heart. After a group of hunters arrives at her door, she’ll have to choose between protecting her heart or protecting her mate. Can Pablo and Hayley
forget the pain of the past in order to stop the hunters from destroying the supernatural and their bond? The Wolf’s Return is the second exciting novel in the Bite of Magic Saga,
ﬁlled with danger, romance, and intrigue. *18+ contains sex and profanity

The Rogue Hunter's Mate
Siren Pub Incorporated [Siren Classic: Erotic Paranormal Romance, werewolves, light bondage, food play, sex toys, HEA] Love can be found in the strangest of places. Little does
Rogue Hunter and general bad ass Zaidu Metzger know he'll ﬁnd it at the top of a tree. But that's where the little bird he's come to save ends up roosting, and she really doesn't feel
like coming down either. Bethany Parker's life wasn't glamorous but it was going good, could be better admittedly, but it was good. Then she gets herself kidnapped by a pack of
wolves who then make her run through the woods at night and get pissy at her for climbing a tree! Seriously? As a Hunter, Zaidu can't have a bond-mate. It's the unwritten law of
their people. But the Goddess Gaia has other plans and links Bethany, sweet, innocent, and very human Bethany, to him. Then, just to make things real interesting, Bethany's
psychotic brother comes looking to play. Can they survive her brother and everything else the world is throwing their way? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Zoran's Mate (Sciﬁ Alien Romance) (Barbarian Brides)
I must have her. And what I want, I take. When Ava Payne is asked by her best friend Sarah Granger if she'll teach a class in her place, Ava happily agrees. Her best friend is
pregnant with a Zoran baby after all, and after narrowly escaping the horrible Nezdek on their previous mission, this should be a welcome change of pace. Ava quickly regrets that
decision when the Nezdek invade Earth, kidnap her, and strip her naked. The awful, pale aliens want to breed Sarah, but they'll settle for Ava. When their ship is attacked, the aliens
dump her on a random, seemingly uninhabited planet and promise to return later. There seems to be no way out for her. But when Ava stumbles into a cave to ﬁnd shelter, she's in
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for a big surprise... Turnon has been living on this world for as long as he can remember, completely alone. The tall alien warrior thinks he's the only one of his species left alive...
until a curvy human female wanders into his cave and turns his world upside down. The barbaric, possessive alien doesn't completely understand his complex feelings for Ava, but
he knows one thing for sure: He wants her. And what he wants, he takes. The Zoran's Mate is the second book in the Barbarian Brides series. It's an instalust, fated mates romance
featuring a curvy human woman and an arrogant, headstrong alien caveman who'll do anything to protect his mate. Happily-ever-after guaranteed!

Symbiotic Mates 1
Hunter and the Hawk (Siren Publishing Allure Manlove)
[Siren Allure ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, with M/F, shape-shifters, HEA] Vampire-hawks and wolf-shifters have two things in common-hatred for each
other and dwindling populations. Both species are headed toward extinction. One vampire has the secret to survival-if he can get the lycans to cooperate. But when vampire Aidan
Longshadow walks into the Wolf Den looking for the alpha, he's barely through the door before he's attacked. Hunter Black, a lycan enforcer, comes to his aid and questions him.
Aidan oﬀers to trade information about the murder of Hunter's mate for lycan blood. At ﬁrst, Hunter thinks it's a trap, but Aidan convinces him that the answer to both species'
survival may lie in their blood. Hunter agrees to secretly help Aidan in exchange for the killer's name, but he gets more than he bargained for when he ﬁnds himself falling for the
seductive vampire. When the research goes awry, he's sure he's been used by the scheming bloodsuckers. But is Aidan the real enemy, or is it someone closer to home? Note: This
book contains dubious consent. Note: This book was previously published with another publisher and has been extensively revised and expanded. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Her Dragon Mate
Independently Published Book 4 of the Awaken the Dragon Series A museum curator obsessed with an ancient dragon-worshiping culture meets a dragon shifter from that very time
and place: too bad she has to tell him she's not one of his devotees. Rosalie Menendez is thrilled to unveil the latest exhibit in her Utah museum. She's an expert in the ancient
dragon-worshiping culture, and all of the rare artifacts are going to put her on the map. What she doesn't know is that modern-day thieves are scheming to steal one object in
particular and sell it to the highest bidder. Liam Crucible-dragon shifter, Burner of Carthage, and Eater of Suns-awoke from a very long nap in a very bad mood. The Dragon Temple
is interrupting his slumber, and it seems like a missing necklace is to blame. Since his brothers are busy strategizing, Liam decides to spring into the action. He'll recover the item
and show them why the oldest brother is still the best. But when he tracks it to Utah, things go south fast-in more ways than one. Suddenly the necklace is gone and Liam is stuck in
his human form-complete with an insatiable human libido. He'll have to take a quick course in how to talk to women in the 21st century if he's going to convince the raven-haired
woman to help him. Luckily, Rosalie is worth learning for.

Claimed by the Mate, Vol. 1
A BBW Shifter/Werewolf 2-in-1 Romance
St. Martin's Paperbacks THE ALPHA'S WOMAN by A.C. Arthur Kira Radney is all delicious curves and strong will and has no desire to be a subservient mate. When a member of her
father's pack attempts to make her his mate by force, Kira has no choice but to ﬂee. The last thing she wants is to submit to any male and their pack. But when her escape attempt
leads her straight into the arms of an alpha wolf-a sexy, dangerous, protective alpha-Kira must ﬁght against her need to be free, and her secret desire to be controlled... FERAL
PASSIONS (A Feral Passions Novel) by Kate Douglas Welcome to Feral Passions, a luxurious private resort nestled in a preserve and staﬀed by dangerously sexy men, making it a
haven for women who want to get away from it all. But Feral Passions is a front for a deeper, sexier secret-it's a hunting ground for these men. Men focused on meeting each
woman's every need. Men who are also the beautiful wolves running wild...and who are looking for mates. Chereza Dubios is more comfortable solving math equations than she is
with her voluptuous body and meeting men. But when her younger sister and best friend trick her into vacationing at Feral Passions, Cherry ﬁnds herself attracted and torn between
two men who ﬁnd her curvy body and intelligent mind irresistible. Two men who share a secret-they want to share her. But that takes trust-can Cherry open herself to love with two
sensual and powerful werewolves?

Their Rejected Mate
A Rejected Mate Werewolf Romance
My three intended mates left me rejected, half-marked, and broken. Every wolf shifter dreams about her ﬁrst night with her mates, but mine left me an outcast with the revelation
that I'm really a hybrid. A hybrid between a wolf and what is the question. Only my late mother knows the answer, but these days, I have other things to worry about. Namely, being
caught in a war between my gorgeous jerk of a boss and the hunter who's somehow become my friend with beneﬁts. Until the consequences of my incomplete mating mark leave me
in physical anguish each full moon, that is--and the only thing keeping the monster in my veins at bay is the dark gift of a vampire lord who thinks I'm something else entirely.
Something that makes me more dangerous than anyone could have imagined--especially me. Like I don't have enough infuriating (but admittedly tantalizing) alpha males on my
plate, now the three wolves who threw me away are back, trying to stake their claim now that I'm their only hope of overthrowing my unhinged father as regional alpha. If the men
in my life don't make up their minds soon, I'm booking a one-way ticket to an all-female island. Their Rejected Mate is a full-length Rejected Mates Wolf Shifter Romance, and the
ﬁrst in the Luna Rejected series. This series features four alpha male anti-hero love interests, an unbreakable heroine who keeps them in check, and in true Reverse Harem fashion,
the MC doesn't have to choose between her guys. Includes MFM and eventual MMF content.

The Game Warden's Mate
An Alien Abduction Romance
Three Twenty-One, LLC The Hunter. As the new Game Warden, Xrez Ym’ihla brings patrons from across the galaxy to track prey in a game built to enslave the weak and mate the
strong. The business is a long running family legacy and Xrez is determined to succeed as his father had before him. He hadn’t meant to let one human occupy his thoughts, mind,
and body. His lies may come back to haunt him, but if he reveals the truth, he’ll ruin his chance to capture the heart of the one he wants. The Prey. Esme Valdez had her entire life
planned from an early age. As a chemist, her life was average and mundane, just the way she liked it. Until the impossible happened. Never did she imagine being abducted by
aliens and forced to participate in a survival of the ﬁttest game called The Hunt. If she survives and makes it to the end, she’ll be freed. If not, she’ll be forced to mate the one who
captures her. Esme is determined to win at all costs, even if it means putting her trust in a sexy alien who taunts her in the most delectable way. Their love was built on betrayal.
Can she trust him with her heart and life?

My True Mate: Book 1
Bella Lore On the night of her ﬁrst shift, Sarah, 18, expects everything to change—and a lifetime with the Alpha. But one thing happens that she doesn’t expect. She fails to shift. In
an instant, Sarah loses everything: her pack, her mate, and her future. An outcast in the woods, Sarah wonders about the mysterious rogue who haunts the den’s perimeters. But
she is just a human now. Can she enter into a forbidden romance with a wolf? And who, in the end, is her true mate?

The Alpha's Mate
I knew that Ava Bradley was mine from the moment I saw her. Fate gave me a smart and kind soul mate with a body that left me panting. But she was human. I had to play this
carefully. Humans didn't know that wolf shifters existed, or what it meant to be mated to one. The last thing I wanted was to scare oﬀ my timid little mate. But my pack was in
trouble. We had a history of losing good people to the Hunters that were determined to exterminate my kind. As Alpha, I had to keep my pack safe. As a shifter in love, I had to
make sure that Ava didn't get caught in the crossﬁre. She had a dark past of her own, one that she couldn't quite escape. Would we be able to face our enemies together and come
out stronger on the other side? Or would I lose my mate before I got the chance to claim her as mine?

Symbiotic Mates Volume One
Hunter and the Hawk Vampires and Lycans have one thing in common - hatred for each other. Only two things stand between them and all out war - an ancient peace treaty and
dwindling populations that have put both species on the path to extinction. One vampire may have the secret to survival but he needs the cooperation of the Lycans to test his
theory. When Aidan walks into the Wolf Den and asks to see the Alpha, he doesn't get a warm welcome. He's barely through the door before he's attacked. The Vampire's arm is
broken and he fears his totem animal, a Hawk, will never ﬂy again. Hunter, a Lycan Enforcer, comes to his aid and takes him aside for questioning. Aidan claims to have information
about the murder of Hunter's mate and he'll trade for Lycan blood. At ﬁrst, Hunter thinks it's a trap, but Aidan convinces him that the answer to both species' survival may lie in
their blood. Hunter agrees to secretly help Aidan in exchange for the killer's name. But he gets more than he bargained for when he ﬁnds himself falling for the seductive vampire.
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When the research goes awry, he's sure he's been used by the scheming bloodsuckers. But is Aidan the real enemy or is it someone closer to home? * * * * Peter and the Wolf What
happens when your blood adversary turns out to be your fated blood mate? Tyler tends bar at the Wolf Den to ﬁll his lonely nights, but he still hasn't given up on ﬁnding a mate. He
has his eye on Hunter, a pack enforcer, but the Lycan kills one of their pack and ﬁnds sanctuary in the Colony, home of the Vampires. The Pack Alpha calls Hunter a traitor and wants
him back dead or alive. But Tyler believes his friend is in trouble and he allows himself to be captured in order to ﬁnd out the truth. Instead he's branded a blood slave to a blondehaired vampire-hawk who wants more than blood. An unlikely alliance is forged but falling for his captor was never part of the plan. Peter is a hybrid, part vampire, part human. He
was turned by the Master, so his blood and abilities are stronger than the other made vamps. When he captures Tyler during an ambush, he expects a ﬁght but the wolf hands
himself over on a silver platter and Peter is not one to look a gift horse in the mouth. He makes Tyler his pet but once they share blood the line between captor and captive blurs.

The Warrior's Mate
Five years ago, I was abducted by aliens....After a harrowing escape from an alien research facility, I found myself in the care and protection of an alien species called the Akrellians,
but I didn't trust my instantaneous attraction to the commander of the ship. After all, I had no idea what the evil Iriduans had done to me, so I didn't know if my feelings were even
my own or something they had caused. He was reptilian and had deadly quills. How could a human possibly fall so fast for such an alien male? When I oﬀered Prime Commander Tirel
a temporary sexual liaison, hoping it would ease the need I felt for him, he rejected it and asked for something more permanent. I panicked. I couldn't escape him fast enough. Not
because I feared him, but because of the temptation he oﬀered-one that would require me to sacriﬁce everything I've ever known to stay with him. Now, after years apart, the
strange bond that had formed between us upon our ﬁrst meeting demands I return to him, and I realize that I can't continue to live my life without him. The only problem-I'm stuck
on Earth, and I don't know how to ﬁnd him again. Until an unexpected visitor brings me the solution-and the terrifying news that I may have waited too long. Author's Note: 18 +
Contains language and graphic scenes of intimacy and violence.

His Abused Mate
Alexis Cradle, she's mute and abused. She's been abused for 8 years but she doesn't know why. One day she goes to school and faces the new kids, the super hot new kids. She was
shocked to ﬁnd them trying to talk and hang out with her but, she tried to avoid them because she knew her father would kill her if he found out... Hunter Nile, he's the future Alpha
of the Blue Moon pack. His father isn't giving Hunter the position until he turns 18, he ends up spending his last year of having no responsibilities at school where he ﬁnds his mate,
Alexis. He tries to talk to her but she strays away from him every time, he doesn't know why she's like this but he promises himself to ﬁgure her out... What will happen when Alexis'
father ﬁnds out she's been hanging with three guys? Will Hunter save her before it's too late? Read to ﬁnd out at cassandraleporati.com.

The Fractured Mate
As a captive of aliens, Paisley is forced to work as an engineering assistant on an ancient wrecker starship. She knows she has to keep her head down and her behavior humble in
order to survive.When the crew responds to an automated distress call from an Akrellian warship that shouldn't be malfunctioning, she senses a threat, but she knows no one will
listen to her warnings. Paisley realizes that her days of avoiding danger are over when, among the rescued passengers, trouble with a capital "T" is escorted onto her ship-in chains
for bringing an apocalypse to Earth that resulted in millions of deaths.Something about the prisoner makes it impossible for her to look away from him, and it isn't just the fact that
he's the most handsome alien she's ever seen. Yet, when he meets her eyes, there's a darkness in his intense gaze that makes her think his captors might be telling the truth about
him, despite his claims of innocence.Caught between two greedy groups seeking wealth and power, Paisley soon discovers that far more lies behind the mystery surrounding the
Iriduan prisoner they call Halian. He might be stealing her heart, but she can't keep him in chains, because he could be the key to saving the galaxy-or destroying it.This isn't a light
read, featuring a sweet-from-the-start hero. The main male character has villainous facets to him that do not immediately soften in this slower-burn romance. The journey to love
will be very rough at times.If you're in the mood for a complex villain seeking redemption through love, a plucky, intelligent heroine willing to risk it all, and a story packed with
action and romance that ﬁnally blows the doors oﬀ the galactic mystery that has lurked beneath the surface of the Iriduan Test Subjects series, then this book is for you.

Conquered Mate
Nathan is the Alpha Heir to the Red Moon Pack.Which means, since Noah won't be having any kids, that Nathan is next in line to be Alpha.Sebastian is a Delta in the Red Moon Pack
and is training to become Beta.Sebastian is ﬁne with his position in the pack and hopes Ethan and Isaiah never step down.Ryan is a Hunter.His parents were killed by a rouge
shifter.The Hunters have the Red Moon Pack on their radar and are plotting to take them down.Can three very diﬀerent men come together and save the Red Moon Pack from the
Hunters or will Ryan be part of their downfall?**Author NoteConquered Mate is still the same story with extra to go with the ﬁrst book in the series. You will want to read the ﬁrst
book Mated before reading this book. This content is for mature audience only. Contains m/m content.Final Version

The Hunter's Wolf [Itayu Lake 4] (Siren Publishing Classic Manlove)
The Hunter's Wolf [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Fantasy Romance, M/M, HEA] Galvin is the ItAyu pack Beta. He's never experienced the Wandering and is
starting to believe he doesn't have a destined mate out there waiting for him. Troy has a secret he can't tell his friends, he's a Hunter. His father has groomed him since birth to
hunt the unnatural and protect humans. Imagine his surprise when he comes face to face with the very monster he's supposed to destroy and he feels desire. Galvin is thrilled when
Troy chooses him, but he needs to ﬁgure out how to keep ItAyu Lake a secret from the group of Hunters closing in on them when he sees one of them talking with his mate. He also
needs to keep Troy safe, knowing the Hunters will use him to get to Galvin. His problems are further complicated by a member of his own pack trying for his position as Beta.
Knowledge of Troy could be the very thing the other wolf needs to push himself up the ladder. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Serpent's Mate
When Cass is abducted by aliens, her ﬁrst experience with extraterrestrials quickly turns from surreal into a nightmare that only grows more terrifying when an alien with a snakelike lower body and a surprisingly handsome face comes to her rescue. But Cass isn't sure she's actually safe with him, because he looks at her with hunger in his eyes.Nahash has
always been a loyal, honorable Iriduan soldier, but after scientists performed drastic alterations to his biology using genetic engineering, they told him he was free from the
aﬄiction that caused Iriduan males to imprint on a single female, bonding him to her for life. He isn't prepared when he bonds instantly to a human female he rescues during a raid
on a pirate colony. Now, he's stuck with her, because if he isn't exposed to his mate's scent on a regular basis, he will die. The fact that his body craves her as much as it needs her
ﬁlls him with resentment, but when he realizes that the Iriduan Empire will do anything to keep her under their control because of what she means to him, he doesn't hesitate to
protect his mate-even if it means betraying his people.He makes a desperate escape with his mate from the Iriduan Empire, but the galaxy proves to be a dangerous place and there
are worse things than the Iriduans waiting in the darkness of space. With no one to rely on except for each other, Nahash and Cass might not live long enough to ﬁnd a home where
they can settle down and explore the love that grows between them-love that takes them beyond their physical bond.Author's Note: 18+ Contains steamy scenes between a human
heroine and a very alien hero.

Cougar's Mate
Terry Spear Cougar’s Mate: Instinct told her to run… Shannon Raﬀerty learns that hanging out with the bad boys could be a dangerous business, but hooking up with a cop is even
worse. Now she’s on the run, trying to avoid being murdered by his cougar shifter brothers and uncle. If that isn’t bad enough, a deputy sheriﬀ hunts her down while she’s running
as a cougar and trying to survive in the Colorado wilderness. He vows to protect her no matter what she’s done. With three dead boyfriends to her name, she’s sure she will be the
death of Chase Buchanan before either of them can prevent it. No matter how much she knows she has to run again, he soon holds her heart hostage. But will that be enough to
keep them both alive? Chase Buchanan—as wilderness cabin resort owner, former US Army Special Forces, and part time deputy of the small town of Yuma, Colorado that boasts a
love of cougars—is tasked to track down a cougar reported to be hunting human prey. Chase soon learns she’s a shifter, not a full-time cougar, and she’s on the run. When he takes
her in, he vows to protect her. After losing his wife and baby to the human kind of predator years earlier, he’s not letting Shannon’s hunters kill her, too. But how is he going to hold
onto the wild-cat woman, who is unpredictable at every turn, without losing his heart to her, and then losing her as well?

The Hunter and Her Mates (Werewolves of Granite Lake 9)
Siren-BookStrand [Siren Menage Everlasting: Contemporary, Menage, Paranormal, Werewolves/Shape-shifters, Western/Cowboys, MFM, HEA] Stevie Madsen is a hunter. Ranchers
hire her to get rid of predators that attack their cattle. She’ll hunt anything as long as it’s on four legs. But men? They’re a diﬀerent kind of animal. Should she shoot them? Or shag
them? Werewolves, Riker Canton, and his best friend, Zane Joseph, are tired of having their cattle slaughtered. They’re certain the killers are not regular coyotes or wolves, but
shifters. Yet they can’t seem to ﬁnd the elusive predators. Instead, they ﬁnd Stevie. Even in their wolf forms, they know she’s the one. But will she shoot them before they have a
chance to tell her how they feel? She’s their mate, but she’s also a hunter. How can they love a woman who’s set on killing their kind? Still, when it becomes clear that the killers are
not ordinary shifters, their mate becomes their number one priority. Can they keep her safe and still ﬁnd the killers? Jane Jamison is a Siren-exclusive author.
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The Hunter's Sexy Wolf [Nehalem Pack 4]
Siren-BookStrand [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] There are things a werewolf hunter should never do. One, father a child
with a werewolf, and two, fall in love with one. Noah Thompson has gone and done both. After years of being a hunter, he leaves that life behind to raise his half-human, halfwerewolf son. It goes against all Noah has been trained to believe, but Skyler Rossum tears down the walls he’s built up around his heart. With his smoldering good looks and
kindness to a child that isn’t even his, Skyler is more than Noah ever thought he deserved but everything he needs. Skyler has always wanted a family of his own, and now he’s
found his mate who comes complete with a child that Skyler can call his own. When Noah’s past comes a-calling, it’s up to Skyler to prove to his mate he’s not just another pretty
face and ﬁght for the life they’ve created together. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Scorpion's Mate
This is a full-length, science-ﬁction, alien abduction romance that was previously released as part of a two-book collection introducing the ﬁrst books in two series. Each book is now
being released separately. This revised edition of The Scorpion's Mate has some small changes from the original. Claire has never really ﬁt in with everyone around her, but she's
carved out a life for herself using her own unique style and artistic ability to support herself on the Internet. The last thing she expects is to be abducted by aliens and dropped into
a research facility, where a genetically-engineered alien soldier chooses her as his life-mate. Thrax's pheromones are compelling, and his status as a fellow unwilling test subject
makes them allies, but Claire isn't certain she can trust someone who is convinced she belongs to him, when all she wants to do is ﬁnd a way to return home to Earth-a place that
her devoted alien can never follow, because there's no way the scorpion-like alien would ever be able to pass for human. Still, she'll accept help where she can ﬁnd it, so she doesn't
hesitate to escape with Thrax from the facility, though their time running from their pursuers in the warrens beneath the research facility will forever change Claire, and could make
it impossible for her to return to Earth. But will there be anywhere else in the galaxy they can go where their love will be accepted?Author's Note: 18+ only, this book contains
scenes of graphic intimacy and violence that are not intended for younger readers. Also, please note that the hero in this book is not human-looking and possesses an appearance
and attributes that may not be comfortable for some readers to read about.

The Hunter's Death
A Hunter Tale
A Hunter's life is full of death and destruction. What happens when a Hunter ﬁnds his mate? What happens when his whole world is turned upside down?Will the Hunter's be able to
embrace the change, or will they ﬂee?

A Hunter's Desires [Tri-Omega Mates 6]
Siren-BookStrand [Ménage Amour ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Ménage a Trois Romance, M/M/M, werewolves] Nikolai Miroslav was sent to the frozen north of Russia to
investigate a pack of Tri Omegas. He can't ﬁnd a single trace of them, but he does ﬁnd Vasiliy Federov, the sweetest-smelling man he's ever met. When Vasiliy accepts his
proposition for a night of sex, Nikolai is thrilled until the next morning when Vasiliy informs him that their lives are in danger. Better yet, somehow during their sexual escapades
the previous night, they mated each other. Unfortunately, the danger to them is real, and a wolf hunter is bent on killing them both. When Serge Dmitriev attacks the house, Niko
ﬁnds himself with another mate, one who has no idea he's a wolf. The man doesn't even realize that during his attack on Nikolai and Vasiliy, they forged a mating bond between all
three of them that will only end in death. Now, Nikolai ﬁnds himself with two mates he never planned on having, a basement full of Tri Omegas, an insane Beta trying to kill him, and
a band of hunters wanting their heads. If Nikolai, Vasiliy, and Serge have any hope of getting out alive, they will need to work together, and that means accepting their mating
bond. But is what they might have together worth changing their entire lives? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Cor Blimey, Mate
Action Stories for Young Hunters
A book of action stories and poems, Cor Blimey, Mate will thrill the hearts of young and old, with tales about experienced and not so experienced hunters, their dogs, wild pigs,
helicopters and guns. Many of the 18 short stories are based on true happenings and are told in the language of the hunter, reﬂecting the hunter's life and beliefs and
demonstrating the loyalty and love they have for their dogs.

Hybrid Aria
When werewolf hybrid Aria escapes her abusive stepfather, the alpha of the Blackmoon pack,she has no idea what kind of trouble she's gotten herself in to. With her little sister Lily
by herside, she ﬁnds herself in the maw of an enemy's territory. An enemy that will surely bring aboutnot only her demise, but that of the girl she's practically raised. But before she
can be harmed,the alpha of the Bloodmoon pack, the roguishly handsome Reid comes to her rescue. And whilehe never spares hybrids, there is something special about Aria. While
she can't tell, he knowsthat she's his mate -- and he's suddenly determined to have her at any cost, even if she doesn'tunderstand why.But darkness looms on the horizon. A cruel
and sadistic hunter is after Aria for her unique blood,and will stop at nothing until he has her. The werewolves of the Bloodmoon and Blackmoonpacks must come together to ensure
Aria's safety, no matter what price they may have to pay...A tantalizing werewolf erotica, Jessica Hall's "Hybrid Aria" is the perfect choice for anyonelooking for a novel of intense
romance, intriguing adventure, and feral lovemaking. Add it toyour collection today!

PROTECTING HIS PREGNANT MATE N
Siren Publishing [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Alpha Luna Brian's world changed forever when he pulled
himself away from the hunters, the people he thought were his friends. Learning they were the ones who killed his family and manipulated him his entire life would have destroyed
him had his mate, Eddie, not been there to hold him together before he could shatter. Eddie is not used to any of this. He's a human, and yet, being with a shifter has done
something to his body, and that something is growing bigger inside him every day. He's had to drop out of school, can no longer work, and when a hunter breaks into the house to
try to kill him, he doesn't know how much more he can take. A dire warning from the future will prove whether their mating was a fatal mistake, one that could separate Brian and
Eddie forever. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The Dead Guy Talked
A Stone Age Murder Mystery
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When a Neanderthal hunter is killed, the police are quick to label it a 'hunting accident' and absolve the meat packing company of any
wrong doing. But the hunter's mate is convinced that there is something more to it and she hires a Cro-Magnon private detective, Thud, to look into the circumstances. Thud quickly
discovers a number of facts that don't add up, and as he gets deeper into the case, his own life seems to be in danger. The suspects start to pile up, each with motive and means.
Can Thud get to the bottom of the case before it's too late? This is a 1940's style murder mystery set in the Stone Age. Not a cartoon, there is just enough historical fact about the
Pleistocene era included to make you believe that this story is real.

CARRYING THE ALPHAS BABY NEW L
Siren Publishing [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] Jesse Adams is pregnant, alone, and on the run. Weird since
he's a human male. His lover, the man he trusted, is a werewolf, and he attacked and killed two men in front of him, throwing Jesse into hiding. Frank killed those hunters because
they were going to kill him and his mate. Waiting to tell the love of his life he is a werewolf was his biggest mistake. Jesse saw him and ﬂed in fear. Now, if Frank can't ﬁnd him
before the hunters do, Jesse will die. He needs to explain, to protect his lover before anything worse can happen. What Frank does not expect is to ﬁnd his mate heavily pregnant in
the middle of nowhere. Thank God he found him, too. A pregnant male will die without his mate to help with the birth, but with the hunters still out there, Jesse might not make it to
the birth of their child at all. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

The New Luna Werewolves Collection, Volume 1
Siren-BookStrand [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Paranormal, Werewolves, MM, HEA] Ash Grantz is on the run from an abusive boyfriend. Short on
cash, he stops for a few days to earn some money to buy his way to Dallas where he can hide forever, but when Harris catches up with him, he can't outrun him, or a bullet. Dakota
is an alpha luna werewolf, a powerful creature able to shift into a monster of a wolf, and his breed is the terror of other shifters. When he catches a scent that calls to him on the
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most primal level, he can't ignore it, and he's barely in time to save Ash's life. Dakota had to change Ash to save him, and after losing one mate, he never wants the pain of losing
another. But Ash is a former human, and after running from his ex, being around a possessive alpha will only push him away, putting them both, and their fragile love, in danger of
ending before it can begin. An Alpha Husband Ash Grantz was rescued by his mate from an abusive ex boyfriend, though not without consequences. Luckily he loves being a
werewolf. He especially loves it when his mate chases him through the woods for some exercise and sex. That's always spectacular. So is being proposed to. What he could do
without are the hunters that have been circling, or when his mate ﬁnds three dead bodies in a barn almost immediately after their wedding — and now a friend is missing. Ash loves
his alpha husband, and doesn't want anything bad to happen to him, and he doesn't want to be in the way whenever Dakota needs to take care of business. Ash doesn't know if he
can handle being the sort of mate and husband who stands back, waiting to ﬁnd out if his lover has been murdered by hunters in order to keep the both of them safe. Marcy Jacks is
a Siren-exclusive author.

Daddy's Treat
Gorgeous, tempting, and entirely out of my league.I just met the man of my dreams, and rode him like a freaking backpack...and God do I wish that was a euphemism.Ever wonder
what exactly is in a recipe for disaster? Cause, I've got it. All you need is one candy corn loving scaredy-cat, i.e. me. Add thirty of my closest frenemies, throw in a haunted corn
maze and a murderous clown, and then sprinkle the whole thing with a dash of embarrassment just to keep things interesting. Get the mix just right and you'll fall in love... Yeah, or
you'll ride the man of your dreams like a backpack.Literally.I literally rode my dream guy-my tempting, illegally hot, fantasy man-backpack style out of that stupid corn maze.I'm just
trying to survive my senior year of college. My only rule: take the path of least resistance. Which was going great until I fell for the hottest man on campus.The one all the girls
want. Coach Prescott. Crap. I crave him more than candy corn. Which is a lot. With dark eyes, hard muscles, and a dominant streak a mile wide. There was no resisting him.He wants
to know my naughtiest fantasies. That's easy. I want to be his good girl. His naughty girl. I want him to be my daddy. Sometimes, the dirtiest trick turns into the sweetest treat.
Right?

Nehalem Pack, Volume 2 [The Hunter's Sexy Wolf: The Human's Complicated Wolf]
(Siren Publishing Classic Manlove)
Siren Pub Incorporated The Hunter's Sexy Wolf [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves, HEA] There are things a werewolf hunter should
never do. One, father a child with a werewolf, and two, fall in love with one. Noah Thompson has gone and done both. After years of being a hunter, he leaves that life behind to
raise his half-human, half-werewolf son. It goes against all Noah has been trained to believe, but Skyler Rossum tears down the walls he's built up around his heart. With his
smoldering good looks and kindness to a child that isn't even his, Skyler is more than Noah ever thought he deserved but everything he needs. Skyler has always wanted a family of
his own, and now he's found his mate who comes complete with a child that Skyler can call his own. When Noah's past comes a-calling, it's up to Skyler to prove to his mate he's not
just another pretty face and ﬁght for the life they've created together. ** The Human's Complicated Wolf [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
werewolves, HEA] Jensen Collins never believed werewolves existed until he found himself in love with one. The funny thing is loving a man who can turn into a wolf is the least of
his problems. Josh Weathers not only stole Jensen's heart but broke it in one fell swoop. Now Jensen can only hope some time away will help mend his broken heart. Josh never had a
gay thought in his adult life until he met Jensen. Now all he can think about are ways to get Jensen underneath him. With a goal set to win back his mate, Josh goes in search of the
one that got away, but things become complicated when he catches his mate on a date with another man. With a threat looming near, it's up to Josh to protect the man he loves
before disaster strikes. Josh just prays that Jensen can forgive him before it's too late. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Conquered Mate
Red Moon Pack #2
Vanessa Sims Nathan is the Alpha Heir to the Red Moon Pack. Which means, since Noah won't be having any kids, that Nathan is next in line to be Alpha. Sebastian is a Delta in the
Red Moon Pack and is training to become Beta. Sebastian is ﬁne with his position in the pack and hopes Ethan and Isaiah never step down. Ryan is a Hunter. His parents were killed
by a rouge shifter. The Hunters have the Red Moon Pack on their radar and are plotting to take them down. Can three very diﬀerent men come together and save the Red Moon Pack
from the Hunters or will Ryan be part of their downfall? **Author Note Conquered Mate is still the same story with extra to go with the ﬁrst book in the series. You will want to read
the ﬁrst book Mated before reading this book. This content is for mature audience only. Contains m/m content. Final Version

Lunar Mates Volume One
Loribelle Hunt UNDER COVER OF THE MOON Darius Stewart has been banished and oﬀered the leadership of a new pack. With the pack to settle and a rogue wolf terrorizing the local
population, threatening to expose their species, the last thing he needs is a mate further complicating his life. That’s just ﬁne with Meg O’Reilly. A witch, she knows something is
not right in her town. Discovering there are good werewolves, bad werewolves, and the possessive, bossy, sexy alpha wolf trying to take over her life is not exactly welcome. Too
bad she can’t seem to keep her distance. BAD MOON RISING After spending his life hunting rogue werewolves, Trey Williams is looking forward to a quiet retirement in Haven,
Alabama. But between hunting for the local rogue wolf and claiming his newfound mate, Tara Burke, that peace doesn’t last long. Can he ﬁnd the mysterious werewolf before it
endangers his new mate? Tara knows all about werewolves and she doesn’t want one, thank you very much, but there’s no denying the heat that ﬂares between her and Trey. Can
she use her gift for witchcraft to break the bond between them? And does she really want to? CHASING THE MOON Jackson has problems. His most trusted friends are gone, his Beta
is convinced another werewolf stole his mate, someone in his pack is trying to steal his job, and his woman is on the run. When everything comes to a head at once, the situation
quickly escalates to deadly levels. Summer Lambert, the last single hold out of the witch cousins, has a relaxing and solitary two-week mountain vacation planned. She is outraged
to learn the whole trip was a ruse by Jackson to get her to his home. Once there, she is trapped and ﬁnds herself increasingly drawn into his world. As the sparks ﬂy between
Jackson and Summer, his enemies move into position. Will he be able to outmaneuver them before it’s too late?
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